
As standard the MonoClear system comes with toughened safety 
glass panes held at the top and bottom with extruded aluminium  
profiles finished in Satin Anodised Aluminium (SAA) for quality  
and durability.

Complimenting this is the various hardware and door furniture available 
with this system.

We can also create bespoke finishes and details to help match the  
system with most fixed glass partition systems or, we can work together 
and fulfil those truly stunning additions to your design vison for a  
particular space.

Firstly, you can change the specification of the glass with two further 
options. Darker tinted or frosted glass is also available upon request.

The extruded aluminium profile at the top and bottom of the panels 
securing the glass can also be given the Electrostatic Powder Coated 
(EPC) treatment in any of the RAL colour palette you wish!

To further compliment designs we are also able to create a ‘Crittall’ 
style banding effect, so desired at the moment. Once the panels are 
hung and adjusted our installation engineers can fix the aluminium 
banding to the glass surface giving a wonderful look.

Furthermore, our vinyl team can create wonder bespoke designs or 
some simple as manifestation. Or we can work/assist your own  
designer to create and apply that finishing touch.

Please note any vinyl designs can’t be applied at the factory, they must 
be applied on site. The reason behind this is, the panels must be hung 
and levelled so that the design, even simple manifestation, will run 
along the panel with no unsightly steps in levels across the system, 
spoiling the aesthetic of the concept.
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The opposite page shows the options which are available with the 
MonoClear system.

You can mix and match to create you own stunning finish combination 
to truly compliment you interior design vision.

Below is an example of this system which has had a bespoke treatment
featuring; Frosted glass and Crittall effect aluminium banding with the 
head track and aluminium profiles all Electrostatic Powder Coated 
(EPC) aluminum profiles in RAL 9005 matt Jet Black.

E&OE: Whilst every care has been taken to make this information and 
these finishes as true a representation as possible, printed media  
and/or computer screens will give slight variations. 
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Clear Glass
As Standard

Frosted
Upon Request

Dark Tint
Upon Request

Bespoke Crittall Design
Upon Request

Bespoke Vinyl Designs
Upon Request

Aluminium Profile
In RAL Colours Upon Request

Manifestation
Upon Request


